In spite of the significant progress in automatic face recognition , there is still a need to perform many face recognition tasks by human operators due to both the special requirements in certain application scenarios and the poor performance of automatic face recognition in uncontrolled environments. In this paper, a novel system to assist human face recognition is proposed. The system utilizes, on one hand, the psychological discoveries in human face recognition and on the other, advanced face image processing techniques, more specifically 3D morphable model and 3D face morphing.
Introduction
Automatic face recognition has been a very active research area recently with a notable progress achieved for applications in controlled environment [19] . Nevertheless, the involvement of human operators in the task of face recognition is still necessary. One of the reasons for that is the relatively poor performance of automatic face recognition in uncontrolled scenarios where the captured face is under poor illumination, in an unfamiliar pose, with a different expression, or acquired at a low resolution. Thus, automatic face recognition systems have not been fully deployed in all the places where frequent face identity checks are needed, such as the airport. Moreover there are specific scenarios which require human operator, for example, in virtual identity parades where a witness is asked to identify suspects from a group of candidates, as in forensic face matching.
Psychological studies show that face recognition for human being is a task that is more difficult than one usually thinks. People need excessive effort and time to recognize unfamiliar faces or faces captured in poor conditions. Moreover, human operators easily get tired, which leads to low efficiency and mistakes. Human judgement is also dispropotionally affected by superficial and external distractions such as a difference in face image color tinge, in pose, or hairstyle. Typically human operators are requested to identify a query face from a subset of candidate faces selected manually or by an automatic face recognition system, which by definition tend to be similar. The subjects tend to be confused by the apparent similarity among these candidate faces. An example is shown in Fig.1 . For these reasons, a system to help human operators to make face recognition decisions effectively and reliably would be of great benefit.
The novel system presented in this paper is specifically Figure 1 : Example of a human face recognition task. Given the query face on the top, it is not easy to tell which, if any, candidate in the array of faces it matches. A reprint from Bruce et al. [4] developed for this purpose. The system draws on the recent advances in two research areas. On one hand, a lot of interesting facts regarding how human beings perceive and recognize faces have been discovered by the psychologists in the past decade [18] [20] , and this provides the theoretical basis for the system; on the other hand, image processing techniques, in particular, advanced face processing techniques, provide possible technical approaches for the realisation of the system. To the best of our knowledge, there is no similar system in the market, which is specifically designed to effectively assist human operators to perform the task of face recognition. The commercially available face manipulation software systems are commonly designed for face animation, and do not have the features required for face analysis and matching. Our system focuses on applying image morphing technique to face image to help human face recognition. It is well known in psychology that after caricaturing, which is a specific morphing, the face can be more easily recognised by people. The image morphing technique developed for the proposed system is based on 3D face morphing. It involves fitting 3D face morphable model to the 2D face image of interest to obtain a 3D face representation, which can be morphed in the shape channel, the texture channel, either separately or together. The 3D face morphing developed in the proposed system facilitates 3D face caricaturing. This provides considerably more information than 2D face morphing for human operators, in the sense that a face under new pose, illumination and resolution can be generated when the 3D information is available. This paper is organised as follows: The background and computational techniques we developed for our system are introduced in Section 2. Section 3 presents the psychological findings underlying our system. The functionalities provided by our system are described and illustrated in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Image Morphing

2D Image Morphing
Image Morphing is defined as the process in which one image changes to another through a seamless transition. The traditional technique for 2D image morphing has matured over last decade. Wolberg [26] provides a survey on the advances of 2D image morphing techniques in terms of feature specification, warp generation methods and transition control.
A number of commercial software systems for 2D image morphing have been available in the market(see [9] for a review), but these products are largely developed for computer animation applications. FantaMorph [12] is one of the toprated morphing software.
3D Face Morphing
With the availability of 3D information, the 3D morphing has several advantages over 2D morphing. It is easy to change view point and illumination and to deal with occlusion. The surface of a 3D object is described by a 3D shape and a 2D texture map of the surface. The 3D shape contains information about the 3D form of face represented in terms of a mesh of vertices defined by their 3D coordinates, and how every several vertices form each cell of the mesh. The texture map is a color image that captures the color information of the surface. Morphing from one 3D face to another can then be performed on shape channel only, on texture channel only or simultaneously on both channels.
Given two topologically similar 3D object surfaces, i.e. two surfaces with the same number of vertices, the morphing between these two surfaces can be performed as the interpolation between the coordinates of the corresponding vertices on each surface. The morphing on the 2D texture map is implemented by the interpolation between the corresponding pixel locations in the source images, which is just the same as in the Cross-dissolves method for 2D image morphing [26] . The morphing between two topologically different 3D object surfaces is interesting but challenging. Before the morphing can be performed, the 3D correspondence between the source and target 3D surface has to be established by surface registration. An example of this process which involves mesh subdivision, union, and matching can be found in [10] .
Among the available 3D animation software systems, there are some specifically designed for 3D face animation, such as Facial Studio and FaceGen Modeler [13] . FaceGen Modeller is very powerful to generate various face effects based on statistical 3D face model, and it also provides the function of 3D reconstruction from a single 2D face image or from an orthogonal 2D face image pair. Again, these systems are developed for face animation and can not be applied directly for the purpose of assisting face matching by human operators.
Face Caricaturing
Face caricaturing is the process of generating face caricature in which distinctive facial features are exaggerated. In the past a face caricature could only be created by an artist, but nowadays caricatures can be generated by computer. Image morphing provides the means to perform face caricaturing. Representing a face as a vector of 2D facial feature points, 3D shape vector, intensity/color measurements or model coefficients(as in section 2.4), a face is a point in a high dimensional space. Mathematically the linear morphing along a line defined by two faces can be represented by:
where M is the resulting face, S is the first face, D is the second face and λ is the morphing coefficient. When S is the average face, M is a caricature of face D when λ > 1. The distinctive facial features in face D become more exaggerated in M when λ gets larger. In the direction opposite to the given real face (λ < 0), the morphing generates so-called anti-faces. Between the average face and the given face (1 > λ > 0), the morphing is called anti-caricaturing [14] . An example of 3D face morphing is shown in Fig. 3 .
The first automatic caricaturing system was proposed by Brennan [3] to generate 2D line drawn caricatures from photograph. Benson and Perett [1] described a method of generating continuous-tone caricatures. Rowland et al. [22] reviewed image processing techniques for manipulating 2D representations of facial images. The techniques reviewed include how to generate average(prototype)image by averaging 216 Figure 3 : 3D face morphing along the line connecting the average face and a specific face.
different face images, how to automatically exaggerate an individual face which is different in shape and color from the prototype, and how to extend the technique for 3D. For 3D caricaturing, different 3D acquisition methods have been adopted, such as the 3D reconstruction from a laser scanner [2] , multiple cameras [7] , orthogonal image pairs [23] , or stereo pairs [6] . Although most computer generated caricatures are based on equation 1, some recent work, such as [6] [15], focus on incorporating artist's style into the face caricature generation process.
The linear morphing described by equation 1 can be generalised to morphing a third face along any direction defined by two example faces.
The new morphing is represented by:
Where D1 and D2 are two images defining a morphing direction. When the direction between D1 and D2 carries specific holistic information, the resulting image will represent the source face S subject to the given holistic variation. For instance, when D1 and D2 are the average male face and the average female face, respectively, the morphing will carry changes related to gender change.
Statistical Model Based Morphing
Statistical model based morphing is another group of methods which make use of the statistical information about an object class conveyed by its image. When the source image and target image are images of objects in the same class, e.g. face, the morphing can be performed with the statistical model of the class. The images are projected to a subspace spanned by a statistical model, e.g. Principle Component Analysis (PCA) subspace, and each image is represented by its projection coefficients. Morphing can then be performed by interpolation between the projection coefficients of the source image and those of the target image. Each morphed image is reconstructed from the corresponding projection coefficients obtained by interpolation.
A statistical model of 3D faces usually consists of a statistical shape model and a statistical texture model, as illustrated in Fig.4 . The statistical modeling provides a new way to manipulate images. Each dimension of the model subspace Figure 4 : A 3D face can be represented using a morphable model.
captures different holistic information of the training samples from the object class. For instance, the first coefficient of a 2D shape PCA model trained from a dataset in [8] codes the overall size of face image, the second codes the face width, and the third component codes the tilt of the head mixed in with a factor reflecting the relative width of the top and bottom part of the face. By varying the coefficient(s) in each dimension or several dimensions, the image reconstructed will undergo interesting global changes.
Fitting 3D Morphable Model to 2D Face Image
In most situations only 2D face images can be provided, as 3D face data is not as readily available as 2D face images. Instead of using traditional 2D image morphing to manipulate the face, a 3D model fitting technique can be applied to reconstruct 3D face from the given 2D face images, then 3D morphing can be performed on the 3D face. The significance of the 3D model fitting technique is that a face in a familiar view angle can be rendered by fitting the model to face in any arbitrary view, which is definitely helpful to human face recognition.
Blanz and Vetter pioneered the work in 3D morphable model [2] . The morphable model is a statistical face model which consists of a PCA model of face shape and a PCA model of face texture map. Their morphable model is trained on 3D faces after they are captured by laser scanner Cyberware and registered with a method based on optical flow. In our system, a different registration method proposed by us [24] is adopted to register all training 3D faces to a generic 3D face mesh model, then the morphable model is trained on the registered 3D faces. The original 3D faces are captured by 3DMD scanner [11] . The morphable model in [2] creates texture by assigning an RGB colour value to each vertex of the 3D mesh, which is then used to interpolate colour values across the surface of each polygon. In contrast, we use a texture map warped to the 3D shape model. This allows us to preserve texture detail despite using a 3D shape model of only 6000 polygons. Details regarding our morphable model can be found in [25] . The model fitting approach developed in our system is similar to the one proposed in [2] . However the algorithm was adapted to handle texture maps. Rather than interpolating the colour at each polygon's centroid by averaging the RGB values of its vertices, as done in [2] , we average the RGB values of all the pixels in the texture map that are warped to the polygon. To fit the model to a face image under unknown pose and illumination, an optimisation process is needed to tune shape coefficients, texture coefficients along with rendering parameters to minimise the difference of the input image and the rendered image based on those coefficients. The rendering parameters include pose angles, 3D translation, ambient light intensities, directed light intensities and angles, and other parameters of the camera and color channels. The illumination model of Phong is adopted in the rendering process to describe the diffuse and specular reflection of the surface.
Related Psychology Discoveries
There are a number of discoveries and findings reported in the psychology literature which relate to human face perception and are therefore extremely relevant to the face visualisation system being developed. In many aspects they provide a theoretical basis for the functional properties offered by the proposed system.
Caricatured face more recognisable
It is wide acknowledged in the psychology field that a caricatured face results in a better recognition than the veridical face [21] [20] [18] . Although the caricatured face is a distorted version of the veridical face, the distinctive facial feature is emphasised in the caricatured face. Byatt and Rhodes [5] explained the reason why caricatured face is more recognisable based on two different models of face coding in psychological face space. In the norm-base coding model, the face is encoded with respect to the mean face, therefore the distinctiveness of a specific face is determined by the distance between mean face and itself. That is why the caricatured face is more distinctive than the veridical face.
In the absolute-coding model, the distinctiveness of a face is determined by the local density of the face samples in its neighborhood. The caricatured face locates in a region with lower denisty than the veridical face, therefore it is more distinctive.
Color and shape both important for human face recognition
O'Toole et al. [17] measured the contributions of 3D shape and 2D surface reflectance to human face recognition across viewpoints. They found that both shape and surface reflectance contribute substantially to recognition of male and female faces, however, shape contains more discriminative information for male faces than female faces. It is also found that 3D shape caricaturing increases the apparent age of the face [16] .
Aftereffect of identity perception
In [14] , the line connecting the average face and an individual's face is termed 'face identity trajectory'. Along this trajectory, the anti-face has negative identity strength, and the identity strength of the average face is zero. The identity strength increases during anti-caricaturing and reaches 1 at the original face. It is found that the exposure to an individual face for a few seconds will affect the subsequent perception of face identity. Displaying morphing along the identity trajectory will facilitate the recognition of a test face on this trajectory and impair the recognition of faces belonging to other identities [14] .
A Face Morphing System for Effective Human Face Recognition
System Overview
The diagram of the proposed 3D face morphing system is shown in Fig.5 . Based on the techniques developed by us as described in the previous sections, the system provides various functionalities. It takes a 2D face image as input and reconstructs the corresponding 3D face by fitting a 3D morphable model to the given image. Different types of morphing on the reconstructed 3D face can then be performed based on the choice of the human operator.
Functionalities
The existing functionalities of our system include 3D model fitting, 3D caricaturing, multiple channel morphing, model based morphing, and morphing on user-defined direction.
1. Fitting 3D model to 2D face: Fig.6 shows a 3D face reconstructed from a 2D image using morphable model. Faces can then be rendered in arbitrary pose.
3D caricaturing:
The 3D caricaturing is implemented as a morphing along the line connecting the average 3D face obtained from the training set and the given face. The whole process is illustrated by Fig.3 . All faces are shown with a 30 degrees pose.
Morphing on multiple channels:
The options of morphing on shape channel or texture channel or their combinations are provided by the system . Figs.7,8,9 show the result of image morphing obtained when different option are chosen. All faces are shown in frontal view. 
Model based morphing:
If the faces are projected to the morphable model space, then the morphing can be carried out on the model coefficients, and the desired faces can be reconstructed from the resulting coefficients. The result will exhibit no difference from morphing on the 3D faces directly. However, the morphable model offers another type of morphing, which is realised by varying local coefficients of the morphable model. Fig.10 shows an example of varying the first coefficient of the shape model without changing the texture. It seems that this coefficient controls the ratio of the size of the upper face to that of the lower part.
Morphing along defined directions:
Another function provided by our system is morphing along a direction defined by two faces selected by the user. An example of morphing the average face in the texture channel along the direction defined by two female faces with different skin color is shown in Fig.11 . The morphing induces a transform of skin color from one subject to the other.
Conclusion
In many applications, e.g. Forensics, face recognition is carried out by human operators. However human being has Figure 11 : Morphing the average face in the texture channel along the direction defined by two female faces with different skin color.
inborn limitation to perform the task perfectly in practical situations. A system proposed in this paper aims at boosting the performance of face matching by human operators. The system utilises both psychological discoveries about human face perception and the state-of-the-art face image processing techniques. The system is being evaluated for practical application scenarios and more functionalities are being developed.
